Orolia Maritime’s New Solutions
BroadShield Lite:
Protecting Critical Bridge
Navigation with Resilient
PNT

Upgraded PLB Range:
Offering Accelerated
Detection with additional
GNSS capabilities.

Orolia Maritime’s Navigation
Protection Solution allows
vessels to protect and augment
their core navigation systems
from errors and malicious attacks.
Orolia’s system can detect
anomalies in GNSS and offer
alternative secure navigation
signals until GNSS has been
restored.

Orolia’s McMurdo FastFind 220
& Kannad Solo PLBs have been
upgraded making the 220 & Solo
the world’s first PLBs utilising
Galileo, allowing accelerated
location detection as the PLBs
receive coordinates from the
new precision satellite network in
addition to the tried and tested
GPS network.

Seawise: Vessel
Optimisation Analytics Tool

Launch of the new AIS
SART Range

The Seawise Gateway and Cloud
SaaS platform tool leverages
existing VDR electronics
infrastructure and onboard
sensor information network,
allowing shoreside data access
and analytics for greater vessel
optimisation insight.

Complementing Orolia Maritime’s
global leadership in localised
rescue technology, the new
McMurdo SmartFind S5A AIS
& Kannad SafeLink AIS SARTs
offer a range of functional
and economic benefits over
traditional radar SARTs.

FastFind 220
Personal Locator Beacon
A lifesaving distress beacon with buoyancy pouch
included, designed for marine enthusiasts and
adventurers. The FastFind 220 is the world’s
first Galileo PLB, offering accelerated location
detection with GPS and Galileo GNSS recivers.

Accelerated
Location detection
with GPS & Galileo
receivers.

www.mcmurdogroup.com

SafeLink AIS SART
SmartFind S5A
AIS SART

The SafeLink AIS SART is a manual deployment survival craft AIS
Search and Rescue Transmitter (AIS SART), intended for use on life
rafts or survival craft. It meets IMO SOLAS requirements and is an
alternative to a Radar SART.

The SmartFind S5A AIS SART is a manual deployment survival craft
AIS Search and Rescue Transmitter (AIS SART), intended for use
on life rafts or survival craft. It meets IMO SOLAS requirements and
is an alternative to a Radar SART.

www.kannadmarine.com

www.mcmurdogroup.com

Omnicom Global:
Fleet Management
Solution Offering Global
Communications, Tracking
and Reporting
The next generation of McMurdo
Fleet Management offers; always
connected, secure, easy to use
communications beacon and
PRISMA software to support
operational efficiencies in
fleet tracking, reports and
communications.

OmniCom Global
Fleet Management Systems
OmniCom Global combines Iridium global satellite coverage and new 3G cellular coverage, with an automated least cost routing capability for reliable and
cost effective ship-to-shore communications. Together with McMurdo’s integrated fleet management software, PRISMA Connect, this system enables a
complete end to end solution. Offering visibility and control of commercial
fleet operations in real time, including a robust suite supporting vessel tracking, two-way messaging, document management and AIS display. Backed by
McMurdo’s 24/7 technical and SOS alert support, Omnicom is the next generation of trusted McMurdo brand fleet management technology, designed to
provide complete support to your business, your vessel and your crew.
Omnicom Global is designed to minimise operational costs for fleet managers, allowing online software updates to reduce vessel downtime, flexible
least coast routing options, digitized forms and message confirmation log
helps to reduce errors and communications time. Omnicom utilises the lower
bandwidth 3G capability, designed for IOT and commercial requirements, offering wider coverage at more competitive rates, as users pay by data usage
rather than cost per character.

OmniCom Global’s Key Benefits
End-to-End Vessel
Monitoring

OmniCom provides fleets with end-to-end visibility from ship-to-shore. Configurable messaging includes position, course, and speed.

Operational
Efficiency

Continuous connectivity enables real-time vessel monitoring, communication
and reporting for dispatch and operations to optimize fleet productivity. Overthe-air updates anywhere in the world without taking vessels out of service.

Lower Costs

Least Cost Routing helps better manage expenses by automatically switching
from satellite to cellular coverage when available. System seamlessly changes
to satellite when out of cell range so connectivity is never lost. Power consumption is low with 10-36V DC connectivity.

Integrated Safety &
Security Features

SOS button is easily accessible to alert authorities in emergency situations
supported by McMurdo’s 24/7 helpline, helping ensure crew safety.

Improved Crew
Productivity

Crew productivity improves by transmitting dispatch, change orders, daily logs,
reports and other critical information directly to and from the vessel. More
time can be spent working the job and less time spent managing paperwork.

New Analogue Microphone
& Hub compatible with
Netwave NW 6000 VDR
New versatile easy retrofit range
of microphones include Power
over Ethernet (PoE), self- test
and multi-unit hub, supporting
the Netwave brand of VDR
solutions.

www.mcmurdogroup.com
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